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DECOMPOSING ALGEBRAIC VECTOR BUNDLES

ON THE PROJECTIVE LINE

CHARLES C HANNA1

Abstract. ^(R) denotes the category of algebraic vector bundles on P^, R

a commutative, noetherian ring. If A' is a field, it is known that any

9 e CV"(A') is isomorphic to a (unique) direct sum of line bundles. If

p £ SpecR and A(p) is the quotient field of /?/p, any f e °YiR) induces a

bundle in T(A'(t))), and so a decomposition into line bundles. If the

decomposition is the same for each p, ffis said to be uniform. It is shown that

if R is reduced, uniform vector bundles on P^ are sums of tensor products of

(pullbacks of) bundles on Spec R with line bundles on P^.

Let R be a commutative, noetherian ring with unit. 'Y(R) denotes the

category of algebraic vector bundles on the projective line over R. In [7],

Roberts constructs indecomposable vector bundles of arbitrarily large rank.

With a few hypotheses on R, our Theorem 7 shows that Roberts' construction

is the only nontrivial way to obtain indecomposable vector bundles. We show

that uniform bundles (bundles without the essential feature of Roberts'

examples) are isomorphic to direct sums of constant bundles. A constant

bundle is the tensor product of the pullback of a bundle on Spec R with a line

bundle on PR. The decomposability of constant bundles is really a question

about 9(R), the category of finitely generated projective /^-modules.

1. Preliminaries. Following Bass [1, pp. 677-685], we think of ^(R) in this

way: The objects of %R) are triples (P+,f,P_), where P+ E <3>(/?[.x]), P_

E <$(R[\/x\), and

/: P+ ®R{x] R[x, l/x] -» P_ ®R[x/x] R[x, l/x]

is an R[x, l/x]-isomorphism. A morphism <p: (P+,f,P_) -* (Q+,g, QA) is a pair

of homomorphisms <p+: P+ —> Q+ with (<p_ ® 1) ° / = g ° (<p+ ® 1).

If e: R —> T is a ring homomorphism and 9 E °V(R), then ?F® T is the

pullback of 'Jin 1~(T); S~l<X is f® S~lR for any multiplicative set 5 of R. If
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P+ and P_ are free of rank n, the bundle (P+,f,P_) is determined by an element

of GL (n,R[x, \/x\). If f and § are two such vector bundles represented by

matrices A and A' respectively, then ?Fand § are isomorphic if and only if there

exist matrices B G GL (n, R[l/x]) and C £ GL («, R[x]) with BA = A'C. We

write A ~ A' in this case.

In [3] (cf. [2, Section 1], as well), Grothendieck proved that every vector

bundle on P^, AT a field, is isomorphic to a direct sum of 0(«)'s, so that

?=  ©JJ ©(/!,•).
I

The integers /• and /?, are uniquely determined by <S. If R is any ring, and

p G Spec/?, for 3F £ "((R), we have a decomposition as above for ?F® AT(rj).

This will be called the decomposition at p. If $ has the same decomposition at

all p £ Spec R we say % is uniform. (Of course, we may and do assume Spec R

is connected.)

Observe that bundles which are pullbacks of bundles on Spec/? tensored

with 0(n) over P^ are uniform. Such bundles are called constant bundles. We

shall prove that a bundle in %R) is uniform if and only if it is a direct sum of

constant bundles, provided R is reduced. This last hypothesis is necessary. Let

AT be a field, R = K[t]/it2). Let f £ Y(R) be represented by the matrix

~1     0"

tx   x2

% is uniform since R has only one prime, but it follows from Lemma 1 that *A

is not trivial.

2. The local case. Horrocks proved in [4] that if R is a local ring, then

bundles in °V(7\) when restricted to R[x] or /?[l/x] are trivial. So when R is

local, any 9 G YiR) is represented by a matrix. Actually, Horrocks' proof (as

in [6]) shows that the matrix (a..) may be chosen so as to satisfy the following

four conditions.

(1) If i <Cj, atj = 0. (The matrix is lower triangular.)

i2)au = xe<, withe, < ■•• < e„.

(3) If i > j, Ojj is a polynomial in positive and negative powers of x. The

degrees of the terms of a„ are all less than et and greater than e. (So a^ = 0

ife,-e,< 1.)

(4) The decomposition of ?F at the maximal ideal of R is 0(—e,) © ■ • •

© 0(-e„). (So if AT is the residue field of R, "J® AT is represented by the

diagonal matrix with entries a„.)

If R is any ring and p £ Spec/?, for <$ G 'YiR), ?® /?„ may be represented

by a matrix satisfying the above conditions. This is a triangular form at p, and

is not unique in general. We say any matrix satisfying (l)-(3) is in triangular

form.
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Lemma 1. Let A, B E GL (n, R[x, l/x]). Suppose that A is a diagonal matrix,

that B is in triangular form, and that the diagonal entries of B are the same as

those of A. If A ~ B, then A = B.

The proof is a computation, and will be omitted.

If A = (aA E GL(m, R[x, l/x]) is in triangular form, let 1(A) denote the

ideal of R generated by all the coefficients of all the polynomials a-, /' >y. In

particular, 1(A) = 0 means A is diagonal.

Corollary 2. Let R be local with maximal ideal m, and let 9 E °V(/?). If A

is a triangular form for -J at m, then 1(A) C m.

Proof. Let e: R -» R/m be the canonical map, and let B be the matrix

obtained by applying e to the coefficients of the entries of A. Then B represents

9 ® R/m, and Grothendieck's theorem says there is a diagonal matrix C with

B ~ C. Horrocks' theorem implies that B and C have the same diagonal

elements, so B = C by Lemma 1. Since 1(B) = 0, 1(A) C m.

Lemma 3. Let R be local and reduced. Then any uniform bundle in ^(R) is

isomorphic to a direct sum of constant bundles (and so to a direct sum of6(n)'s).

Proof. Let 9 be uniform, and A a triangular form for <x at the maximal

ideal of R. It suffices to show that A is diagonal. For each p G Spec R, let

Ap E GL(n,R0[x, l/x]) be the matrix induced by A. Then Ap is a triangular

form for J® Rp at pR^, so I(A)p = I(Ap) C pRp. This implies 1(A) C p, for

all p, and so 1(A) = 0 as R is reduced.

Lemma 4. Suppose that R is reduced. Then 9 E ^(R) is uniform if and only if

the triangular forms for 9 at each p E Spec R are diagonal matrices.

Proof. Necessity is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. To show

sufficiency, let p C q be prime ideals of R. Let A and B be the diagonal

matrices representing 9 ® Rp and 9 ® RQ, respectively. The localization Rg

-* Rp induces a map GL (n,RQ[x, l/x]) -* GL (n, Rp[x, l/x]) which must take

A to B. (The uniqueness in Grothendieck's theorem is valid for any ring.) So

9 has the same decomposition at p as at q, and the result follows from the

connectedness of Spec R.

3. Cohomology of uniform bundles. Following Serre [8, Section 54] we write

<5(ri) for f ® G(n).

Lemma 5. Let R be reduced. ?F E °V(R) is uniform if and only if for each integer

n, H'(9(ri)) is a projective R-module. (i = 0 or 1; higher cohomology is always

o.)

Proof. Suppose 9 is uniform and p E Spec^?. Then

H'(9(n)\ = Hl(9(n) ® *„).
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9(n) ® Rp is a direct sum of 0(n)'s by Lemma 3, and H'(6(n)) is free. Since /?

is noetherian, //'(<?"(«)) is finitely generated, and so projective.

Conversely, suppose 9 has different decompositions at two primes. Since

Hl(9(n)) ®R AT(p) a Hl(9(n) ® A^p)) for all p £ Spec/?, there is some n

for which /Y*(9(ri)) has different ranks at the two primes. If Hl(9(n)) were

projective, this would contradict the connectedness of Spec/?.

For 9 = (P+,f,P_), we identify H°(9(n)) with

{(/>,?) £ />+ ®R P_;f(p ® 1) = *"(? ® 1)).

Let w < n be integers and r = n — m. Let M be a direct sum of r + 1 copies

of //^(w)), and define amn: M -* H°(9(n)) by

amA^P0'%)>(Pl'9l)> ■ • • >(i?r>«r))

= (xrp0 + xr~Xpx + ... +pr,% + x-]qx + ■■■ + x~rqr).

Lemma 6.If9G Y(R) is uniform, the image of each amn is a direct summand

ofH°(9(n)).

Proof. We need only prove the result locally. Since localization at a

multiplicative set in R commutes with the formation of H (9(n)), we may

assume that R is a local ring. But in this case 9 is a direct sum of 0(«)'s, so

represented by a diagonal matrix. The lemma then follows routinely.

4. The main theorem.

Theorem 7. Let R be a commutative, noetherian ring with unit, reduced and

with connected prime spectrum. Then 9 G Y(R) is uniform if and only if it is

isomorphic to a direct sum of constant bundles.

Proof. Only one implication requires proof. Assume that 9 = (P+,f,P_) is

uniform, with decomposition at each prime ®i<,<,/;0(—",-) where «)<•••

< nt. We will construct t constant bundles and an isomorphism from their

direct sum to 9.

Let Px = H°(9(nx)). For 2 < i < /, let /} be any /?-submodule of

H°(9(nx)) such that H°(^(nx)) is a direct sum of Pt and the image of

a,(= <xmn as defined above, with m = n(_, and n = nj). For 1 < / < t, P{ is

a projective /?-module of rank rt.

Define St = (Pj ®^ R[x], 1 ® xn',Pj ®R R[l/x\), a constant bundle. Let §

= §,©•••© Sp a bundle of the same rank as 9.lfS = (Q+,g, Q_), elements

of Q+ are sums of terms of the form a — (p,q) ® r, where (p, q) £ //°(<*(«,))

for some /' and r G R[x]. Set tp+ (a) = rp G P+; q>_: Q_ -> P_ is defined

similarly. It is easy to verify that we have a morphism <p: § -> 9.

In fact, qp is an isomorphism, i.e., <p+ and tp_ are isomorphisms. To show this,

we need only establish that <p+ and <p_ are surjective, since their domains and

codomains are projectives of the same (finite) rank. We will prove that qp+ is
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surjective; the argument for <p_ is the same.

We claim that if p E P+ satisfies

(*) for some q E P_ and some /, (p,q) E //"0(<it (/?,)),

thenp is in the image of <p+. If i = 1, this is obvious; otherwise, write (p, q)

as the sum of an element of Pt and something in the image of a,. This yields

an expression for p as a linear combination (over R[x]) of elements p, where

for some q<-, (p:,qA is either in Pt or in H (l3r(«,_1)). Induction on /' then

establishes the claim.

When R is local, P+ is generated by elements satisfying (*), so <p+ is

surjective. In the general case we need only show that S~\: S-1 Q+ -» 5_1 P+

is surjective whenever S is the complement in R[x] of some p E Spec R[x]. But

it suffices to localize with respect to S IX R, which amounts to assuming that

R is local. This completes the proof.

(Note that only the easier implications of Lemmas 4 and 5 were used in the

proof of Theorem 7.)

If R is as in Theorem 7 and f = (P+,f,P_) E ^(R) is uniform, it is an

immediate corollary that P+ is extended from some P E <?(/?). Quillen has

recently proved in [6] that this is true for arbitrary f E 'V(R), R any

commutative ring with unit. He uses this result to answer Serre's question in

the affirmative.
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